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Issue – The purpose of this study session item is to review amendments to the Unified 
Development Code (UDC) related to application review timelines. This amendment seeks to 
standardize the timeframes in the UDC and its supplements to utilize calendar days instead of 
both calendar days and business days. This step is necessary for the implementation of the new 
Energov permitting system, scheduled to go live in June, 2021. The goal of the amendment is 
to maintain timelines at roughly the equivalent length as they are currently. 
Recommendation – Staff recommends that the Planning Commission set the Review 
Timelines UDC Text Amendment for a public hearing on April 7, 2021. 

Background – In 2018, the City contracted Tyler Technologies to build and implement a new 
permitting system. This was based on the recommendation of the City Information Technology 
(IT) Department, who warned in June 2017 that the current permitting system, Permits Plus, 
which was developed and installed in 1995, was obsolete and at risk of failure. To replace 
Permits Plus, a thorough cross department procurement process was conducted which resulted 
in the selection of the vendor Tyler Technologies. The system is designed to streamline 
processes across several departments. including Planning and Development Services 
Department (PDSD), Tucson Fire, and Tucson Department of Transportation and Mobility, 
and aid in the transition to current technological tools and best practices, such as electronic 
plan review and online submittals.  
Staff have been working with Tyler Technologies since 2018 to develop the new system. A 
thorough assessment has been conducted on all of the business process that will be managed 
using the new system. The system has been configured and the City is now moving into the 
final testing and training period.  
Throughout this project, staff has conducted an exhaustive review of our current processes in 
order to eliminate redundancies and obsolete and unnecessary steps and workflows. Processes 
have also been restructured to make them clearer and simpler for staff and customers. In order 
to implement some of the process improvements, several text amendments to the UDC are 
needed. Some of these changes have already been adopted such as change to notification 
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distances and amendments to the sign code. Additional changes needed are standardization of 
review timeframes, and a restructure of the fee tables. 

On January 5, 2021, the City of Tucson Mayor and Council directed staff at a study session 
related to the new permitting system “to proceed with code amendments… needed to 
implement the new system and to improve the efficiency and cross-departmental coordination 
of development related services.”  Please see Attachment B for the Legal Action Report from 
that meeting. This initiated both the code amendment that is the subject of this study session 
item, as well as a fee restructure which will be reviewed by Mayor and Council for 
consideration. 
Present Considerations – The following is a brief description of the proposed amendments to 
the UDC driven by the implementation of the Energov Permitting System (see Attachment A 
for proposed text changes and Attachment C for a summary table of the changes): 

1. Amend all development timelines in the UDC to be listed in calendar days. 
Summary – The Energov Permitting System being implemented by the City of Tucson 
Planning and Development Services Department has the ability to track time in either 
calendar days or business days but not both. The UDC currently has timelines that are 
both calendar days and business days. In order to go live in June, 2021, the UDC must 
be amended to use only calendar days. 
Current Regulation – Review process timelines are listed in both calendar days and 
business days. 
Proposed Revision – Amend review process timelines to be listed only in calendar days. 
The amended timelines are intended to remain roughly equivalent to what they are 
currently. 
 

Attachments: 
A – Draft Proposed Development Timelines UDC Text Amendment 
B – Legal Action Report from January 5, 2021 Mayor and Council Study Session 
C – Summary Table of Changes to Development Timelines 
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